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Outline of  the Presentation

• Introduction to the study

• Hindi Verb Agreement: The adult grammar

• Hindi and the (putative) universal condition Structural Condition on Person Agreement 

(Baker 2008)

• The Hindi-particular Case Blocks Agreement Condition

• Children know both SCOPA and the CBAC: Perfective aspect

• Children know SCOPA but not the CBAC: Imperfective aspect

• Solving the puzzle: Some theory-inspired speculations

• Concluding remarks
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The Study: The Acquisition of  Hindi Case 

Marking
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• A production task with pairs of pictures for 15+2 verbs with the

intention of eliciting Case-marked full definite noun phrases, with

NOM., ERG., ACC., INST. & GEN. cases.

• The youngest participant in the study was 3 years 5 months old,

and the oldest was 5 years 11 months old.

• Total number of participants were 21 all children from standard

Hindi-speaking households.



The Study: The Acquisition of  Hindi Case 

Marking
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• For each verb, two pictures with the same action but different

participants were shown to the children, who were encouraged to talk

about the events in the pictures in complete sentences.

• Each of  these target sentences were elicited in two rounds: in one 

round the children described the ongoing event in the progressive 

aspect; the second round comprised of  the children talking to a puppet, 

telling him/her about what had earlier happened in the pictures. 
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Marking

PUSH 

(SOV)

GIVE 

(SOOV)
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• For each verb, two pictures with the same action but different

participants were shown to the children, who were encouraged to

talk about the events in the pictures in complete sentences.

• Each of these target sentences were elicited in two rounds: in one

round the children described the ongoing event in the progressive

aspect; the second round comprised of the children talking to a

puppet, telling him/her about what had earlier happened in the

pictures.
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• For each verb, two pictures with the same action but different

participants were shown to the children, who were encouraged to

talk about the events in the pictures in complete sentences.

• Each of these target sentences were elicited in two rounds: in one

round, children described the ongoing event in the progressive

aspect. In the second, children told a puppet about what had

earlier happened in the pictures. Most children made this switch

in a short span of time; a handful, however, took longer.

• The objective was to obtain utterances in the perfective aspect, as

Hindi subjects bear ergative case in this aspect.



The Study: The Acquisition of  Hindi Case 

Marking
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• The design/tools for this study were based on the work done in

COST Action IS0804 “Language Impairment in a Multilingual

Society: Linguistic Patterns and the Road to Assessment (www.bi-

sli.org)”.

• Some limitations, as some of the predicates used in the Case Task

were either unfamiliar to the children or had to be translated as

complex predicates.



Simple Complex Predicates

Vt Nom-Acc khiiNc

nehlaa

(pull)

(bathe)

dhanyavaad keh

bye kar

dhakkaa de

gale lagaa

kiss kar

gudgudi kar

(thank)

(wave)

(push)

(hug)

(kiss)

(tickle)

Vt Nom-Gen - madad kar

piichaa kar

(help)

(follow)

Vt Nom-Soc - haath milaa (shake-hand)

Vdt Nom-DAT-ACC

(null)

likh

dikhaa

de

bhej

(write)

(show)

(give)

(send)

-



Findings on Case, in brief
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• Very high accuracy in the use of all case forms.

• Ergative: Confirms Narasimhan’s (2005) results in which children

were found to be sensitive to the role of agency and aspectual

conditions in their use of split-ergative case-marking.

• In our study, of the 580 perfective responses with overt subjects,

there were only 15 instances by 6 children where the ergative marker

on the subject was omitted. All were performance errors.

• Children do not over-extend the –ne ergative marker to agents of

transitive constructions in non-perfective contexts. There were zero

instances of the use of an ergative in the imperfective.



Findings on Case, in brief
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• Dative: Indirect objects must be marked with the Case-marker -ko

• In our study, near total accuracy. Omission is due to performance

errors

• Null Accusative: Direct objects and the nominal in complex

predicates must be bare.

• In our study, near total accuracy. Omission is due to performance

errors

• But this talk is about verb agreement, not Case.



Hindi Verb Agreement: 

The Adult Grammar

The empirical facts
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The Adult Grammar

Gender

• A noun class system with 

two genders, M and F.

• Number distinction of  

SG and PL.

• Inflectional in nature

Agreeing categories

• Main verbs: Future, 

Imperfective and Perfective 

participles

• Auxiliary verbs: Progressive 

Tense, and Mood auxiliaries, as 

well as verbal head of  N-V 

complex predicates.



 Subject-Verb agreement in the progressive present

 Main verb is bare

 PROG AUX agrees with subject for number and gender

 TENSE AUX agrees with subject for person and number

 Same pattern for ditransitives and N-V complex 

predicates.

CBAC



 Object-Verb agreement in the perfective present

 The perfective participle agrees with object for number and gender

 TENSE AUX agrees with object for number.

 Same pattern for ditransitives and N-V complex 

predicates.



 Subject-Verb agreement in the progressive past

 Main verb is bare

 PROG AUX agrees with subject for number and gender.

 TENSE AUX agrees with subject for person, number, and gender.

 Same pattern for ditransitives and N-V complex 

predicates.



 Object-Verb agreement in the perfective past

 The perfective participle agrees with object for number and gender

 TENSE AUX agrees for number and gender.

 Same pattern for ditransitives and N-V complex 

predicates.



The Adult Grammar is governed by 

SCOPA 

• Note that only subject agreement can access the 

[PERSON] features of  the subject. Object agreement 

may target only [NUMBER] and [GENDER].

• This follows from Baker's (2008) The Structural 

Condition on Person Agreement (SCOPA)



A functional category F can bear the features +1 or +2 if and

only if a projection of F merges with an NP that has that

feature, and F is taken as the label for the resulting phrase.

• In effect, SCOPA reduces [PERSON] feature

agreement to the SPEC-head configuration with

functional categories like T and v.

• SCOPA explains why crosslinguistically adjectival

predication evidences partial agreement (for number

and/or gender) on the adjective, with a copula or some

other light verb that can raise to T. After subject raising

to [Spec, T], SCOPA is satisfied.



SCOPA and the Hindi T
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• Adjectival predication involves the copula. Here, the predicative

adjective agrees in gender and number with the subject and the

copula with its gender, number, and person.

• Agreement on the perfective participle crossreferences the

number and gender of the object nominal, but never person.

• Agreement on the PROG auxiliary crossreferences the number

and gender of the subject nominal, but never person.

• In the imperfective, the Tense auxiliary shows person agreement

with subjects, but not in the perfective.



Implications for the analysis of  Hindi 

(adult grammar) 
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• The PROG auxiliary stays low in the structure and never raises to

T (otherwise it should show person agreement).

• The Tense auxiliary must necessarily raise to/ be in the vicinity T

in the progressive, as such contexts always show person

agreement..

• The Tense auxiliary must necessarily NOT raise to/be in the

vicinity of T in the perfective, as in such contexts, we never see

person agreement..



Two predictions
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• Prediction 1: In non-perfective aspects, all Hindi subjects

should trigger SCOPA-respecting subject agreement.

• Prediction 2: In the perfective aspect, all Hindi direct

objects should trigger SCOPA-respecting object agreement.

• Neither expectation is fully met!



MORPHOLOGICAL CASE BLOCKS AGREEMENT
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The Language Particular CBAC

The Hindi Case Blocks Agreement Condition

Overt Case-marking renders the phi-features of nominal

phrases invisible for agreement (i.e. to T and v Probes)

• Entails that Hindi verb agreement is with the highest 

bare (= not morphologically Case-marked) argument. 

• Explains why object and default agreement surfaces in a wide 

variety of  contexts in Hindi.



Hindi Verb Agreement in 

Children's Utterances

The facts
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Questions we asked of  our study the 

acquisition of  Case

Is there evidence that SCOPA is hardwired, but CBAC is?

 If  so, we expect children to do person agreement on the 

PROG and TENSE auxiliaries in non-perfective contexts.

Is there evidence that CBAC is not hardwired but SCOPA is?

 If  so, we expect children to do number and gender agreement 

on PROG auxiliaries and imperfective participles with overtly 

Case-marked arguments.

Is there evidence that neither or both conditions are hardwired?



Perfective Aspect

Subject -ne Bare Sg DO AGR with DO on V and T

Subject -ne DO-ko Default AGR of  3P.M.SG. on V and T



Perfective Aspect

No. of  perfective responses 595

No. of  perfective responses with overt subject 580

No. of  correct agreement in perfective 539

No. of  incorrect agreement in perfective 56

Incorrect agreement 

with DO/N of  N-V

56

Ditransitives 36

Complex predicates 19

Transitive 1

Ø  M agreement instead of F agreement: 32
Ø  F agreement instead of M agreement: 4

Ø  M agreement instead of F agreement: 12
Ø  F agreement instead of M agreement: 7

Ø  F agreement instead of M agreement: 1

Agreement with Ergative Subjects 0



Children's Verb Agreement in the 

Perfective Aspect: Discussion

• In ditransitives and complex predicates, it is quite likely that children 

are over-generalising the default.

• Children's gender assignments were often not the same as that of  

adults. Our sense is that the instances of  ØF agreement instead of  

the targeted ØM agreement are instances of  a different gender 

assignment.

• These facts notwithstanding, the absence of  any 

agreement targeting ergative subjects or the person 

feature suggests that children have both SCOPA 

and the CBAC.



Imperfective Aspect

No. of  progressive responses 643

No. of  correct agreement in progressive 606

No. of  incorrect agreement in progressive 37

Agreement with F DO instead of  M SU on PROG-AUX.: 12

Agreement with M DO instead of  F SU on PROG-AUX: 22

Agreement with F DO on PROG AUX. and M SU on TENSE-AUX.: 3

Subject -Nom IO-ko DO-ko/bare AGR with Subject on V (n,g) and T (n, p)



Imperfective Aspect
Subject -Nom IO-ko DO-ko/bare AGR with Subject on V (n,g) and T (n, p)

The CBAS doesn't seem to be operational here, although

it is unclear whether the Tense AUX is in the default or is

agreeing with the subject or object.



Imperfective Aspect

(18) shows a pattern of simultaneous agreement which may be

indicative of a more general pattern than what our elicited

sentences indicate: PROG-AUX agreement with a Case-marked

DO and Tense-AUX agreement with the subject.



Children's Verb Agreement in the 

Imperfective Aspect: Discussion

• All the errors with the imperfective aspect seem to have a 

common structural characterisation: a violation of  the CBAC. 

• In all these errors it is only the PROG-AUX that agrees with 

the Case-marked object, and only for gender and number. 

• In the imperfective, then, some children do not have 

the CBAC firmly in place, even as they all have 

SCOPA.



The Puzzle

• Why do children have the CBAC in the perfective but 

not the imperfective?

• Why is there no agreement with ergative subjects?

• Why are Case-marked DOs and IOs not targeted for partial 

agreement in the perfective in the same way? Or aren't they?

• No conclusive answers, but a possible analysis follows.



Solving the puzzle
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Agree (Chomsky 2000, 2001)
(this version from Heck and Richards 2007)

α can agree with β with respect to a feature bundle Γ iff  a.-d. 

hold:

a. α bears at least one unvalued probe feature in Γ and thereby 

seeks the β-value of  a matching goal feature β in Γ

b. α c-commands β.

c. β is the closest goal to α.

d. β bears an unvalued case feature.



Agree and Morphological Ergativity

• Object agreement and ACC licensing where v is a probe

• Subject agreement and NOM licensing where T is a probe

• What about the ergative Case? It is licensed by ASPECTperf.

Although it is often assumed without question that 

ASPECTimperf are merged in the same position, we suggest, 

following recent research (e.g. Coon 2010), that the two 

aspectual heads have different Merge positions.

• Our proposal: For some Hindi speaking children, the CBAC 

is not firmly in place for VAspIMPERF



Perfective Aspect is 

low

38

ERGATIVE is licensed by vAspPERF 

and is crucially dependent on 

transitivity. Legate (2008) considers the 

Hindi ergative to be an ergative case; 

Anand and Nevins (2006) consider it 

to be assigned by a perfective v. 

From this location of  Asp, it shall 
only be able to seek out Goals in 
the internal argument(s)



Imperfective Aspect 

is higher
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• From this location of  Asp, it 
shall be able to seek out Goals 
in both the external and internal 
argument(s). 

• Both Asps do not have an EPP 

feature, so no argument raises to its 

specifier. Hence neither ASP ever 

agrees for person (by SCOPA).  



Adult/Children's 

Grammar in the  

Perfective Aspect
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• Children have the CBAC in place 

for vAspPERF. Hence, agreement 

takes place only with objects or  in 

the default.

• T's CBAC is is place, so it does not 

Agree with ergative subjects. 

CBAC

CBAC



Adult Grammar in 

the  Imperfective 

Aspect
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• In the adult grammar, the 

imperfective auxiliary agrees with 

the external argument (since it's the  

closest).

• T agrees with the subject after 

subject-raising takes place.

CBAC

CBAC



Children's 

Grammar in the  

Imperfective Aspect
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• In some children's grammar, the 

imperfective auxiliary agrees with 

the internal argument because this 

head lacks the CBAC. 

• In the cases of  simultaneous 

agreement, it could be that T too 

lacks the CBAC.

CBAC



Concluding Remarks

• The analysis we have proposed indicates that learning 

Case  is quite different from mastering agreement. Case 

systems may be in place long before agreement systems 

stabilise. 

• Studies on Hindi acquisition have tended to focus on 

case alone. We are now embarking on a study that looks 

at verb agreement in and of  itself.
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